Abstract. The purpose of this study aims to investigate pupils' probability literacy in probability-related contexts. The contexts of mathematics reading are real-life probability situations and open-ended assessment is adopted to evaluate pupil's probability thinking and reasoning. The subject includes 162 fifth graders and 158 sixth graders in Taiwan. Probability literacy consists of six components which are sample space, experimental probability, theoretical probability, probability comparisons, conditional probability and independence. Results show that there are significant correlations among these six components. Pupils perform the best in probability literacy of the sample space and perform the worst in probability literacy of the experimental probability. In general, sixth graders perform better than fifth graders. In accordance with pupils' responses in the open-ended assessment, they indicate pupils had alternate probability thinking and reasoning. In sum, the findings of this study could be the references for mathematics curriculum and instruction of primary schools. Based on the results and findings, some recommendations and suggestions for future research and practical instructions are discussed.
Introduction
Statistics and probability is one branch of mathematics curriculum and it helps us in data analysis and information processing. Nowadays, statistics and probability is also the foundation of research in many fields. Therefore, we draw inferences and make decision in accordance with knowledge of statistics and probability. In recent years, many mathematics curriculums also emphasize the importance of statistics and probability education for cultivating national citizens [1] .
Many literatures indicate two reasons why we must learn probability. One of the reasons is that probability is part of mathematics and statistics which are fields of knowledge as part of modern education. Probability is a foundation for learning more advanced subjects. The other reason is learning of probability is essential to help prepare students for life because random events and chance phenomena happen in our environments [2] . Probability is a method to process the uncertainty of events, and is important in decision making in everyday context. Many countries which emphasize the core mathematics competency also address the importance of uncertainty and probability thinking in primary education. As argued above, some literatures reveal that probability literacy mean the knowledge and dispositions which students need to develop so as to deal with real-world probabilistic matters [2] .
Since probability literacy appears in real-world probabilistic matters, it is feasible to measure students' the literacy in the form of open-ended and real-life assessment which is probability-related contexts. On the other hand, literatures also show that are six components as to probability thinking in daily context. They are sample space, experimental probability, theoretical probability, probability comparisons, conditional probability and independence [3] . Based on these six components, this study aims to explore pupils' probability literacy based on probability-related contexts of open-ended and real-life assessment. The pupils in this study are fifth and sixth graders, who have not yet received formal probability related courses. Results of this study could be the reference for teaching and evaluating core competencies in the field of mathematics curriculum.
Literature Review Probability Thinking and Literacy
The concept of probability can be interpreted through intuitive probability, classical probability, frequent probability, subjective probability. Students may display the concept by using language of uncertainty, such as "may" or "may not". Classical probability encompasses all the possibilities of the random experiment. Frequent probability is conducted with the frequency of an event while subjective probability is used in situation that cannot be tested repeatedly such as the fields of politics and economics. Therefore, the nature and development of students' probability understanding may have some difficulties. How to facilitate students' probabilistic understanding and investigate probability literacy is necessary [5] .
The cognitive levels of students' probability thinking can be divided to subjective, transitional, informal and numerical level. Students' cognitive development is consistent with their process of learning probability [3] . In terms of learning, there are three stages for learning probability, which are non-probabilistic thinking, emergent probabilistic thinking and quantification of probability [4] . Students in the preliminary stages have little understanding toward the concept of randomness and possibility, and as they make progress toward the higher levels, they have clearer views toward the use of figures to showcase quantification of probability. Probability literacy is one branch of mathematical literacy and literacy happens in daily life when people solve problems [6] [7] . In other words, it is feasible to measure probability literacy in the real-life form of open-ended assessment.
Mathematics Curriculum related to Probability
Mathematics curriculum reforms in many countries emphasize promotion of mathematical literacy [9] . Based on Principles and Standards for School Mathematics published by NCTM in 2000, the introduction of probability includes the use of vocabulary to express the probability of an event for third to fifth graders, the use of concepts to testify the result of experiments and simple calculation based on charts and the understanding.
In terms statistics and probability in primary schools, the content includes the introduction of organizing data, displaying and recording of data, interpreting and conducting multiple charts, information processing based on certain theorem and definition and realization of uncertainty.
Research Design
The research can be divided into three stages. The first one, which is assessment designing, focuses on ensuring the research and preparing the open-ended probability literacy assessment. The second one, which is pre-test, is reference for later correction and analysis for formal assessment and data analysis in the third stage. The probability literacy consists of six components which are sample space, experimental probability, theoretical probability, probability comparisons, conditional probability and independence [3] . In the final stage, it is the formal assessment of probability literacy and data analysis. Participants of the experiment are 320 pupils of fifth and sixth graders in total.
Corresponding to each component, there is one short article related to probabilistic and real-life situation. In accordance with each article, there are four open-ended items. In sum, there are six short articles and twenty-four items in the probability literacy assessment. Validity of the assessment is based on content-logic validity and the reliability of Cronbach's αis .814. The correct ratio of each item varies from .240 to .706.
Results and Discussions

Mean Difference Test on Components
The subject consists of 162 fifth graders and 158 sixth graders in Taiwan. Probability literacy includes six components. The correct ration and t-test of mean difference are shown in Table 1 . Except to conditional probability, the results show that there exists significant mean difference between fifth graders and sixth graders. In addition, sixth graders perform better than fifth graders. 
Correlations Analysis for Components
Based on literature review, it is little known as to the relationship among components of probability literacy. Correlation coefficients among components of probability literacy with respect to graders are shown in Table 2 . All the correlation coefficients are significant for both fifth graders and sixth graders. It reveals that components of probability literacy may twist together. 
Conclusions and Suggestions
In accordance with the components of probability literacy, this study investigates the mean difference among components. Results show there are significant mean differences. The findings indicate the components of probability literacy may have distinct levels for pupils. Moreover, significant correlation correlations show the influential and twisted structure among components of probability literacy. All the findings above can be the references for mathematics curriculum and instruction in probability literacy.
